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Divorce is punctuated by legal, emotional, and practical 
hurdles. This little handbook will help you work through 
the most important of  the practical -- money.  
 
Whether you are simply considering a marital separation 
or are in the thick of  a messy divorce, we’ve compiled 
some essential gems of  financial wisdom from the last 
three years of  UNtied events.  
 
If  you are already divorced, we have relevant info here 
for you too. Learn how to navigate the financial dimen-
sions of  entering a new relationship or marriage, or how 
to ensure your financial stability into retirement.   
 
All of  suggestions in this little book are aimed at helping 
you design a solid and comfortable future.
 
In the pages ahead, you’ll hear from two attorneys, two 
financial advisors, a therapist, and an accountant. They’ll 
offer guidance, best practices, and tips. So get ready to 
be less worried, and more prepared.



Chapter 1: 
First Steps
What do you need to do right now  
to start securing your financial future? 

 
Chapter 2:  
All Assets Are Not Created Equal
Evaluating assets, income and other financial  
essentials before you reach a settlement. 

 
Chapter 3:  
Real Estate in Splitsville
What do you need to know? 

 
Chapter 4:  
The Second Time Around
How to marry again without money getting in the way. 

 
Chapter 5:  
Five Steps to a Financially Secure Forever

UNtied Experts:
 
Stacy Francis is a certified divorce financial analyst and president 
of  the wealth management firm Francis Financial.   
She is also the founder of  Savvy Ladies, a non-profit dedicated to 
educating women about all things relating to money.
 
Jeff Landers is a divorce financial strategist, a term he coined to 
describe the work he does through his company, Bedrock Divorce 
LLC. He also writes a column for Forbes.com on women, money and 
divorce and is the author of  several books, including Think Financial-
ly Not Emotionally and A Woman’s Guide to Financial Security After 
Divorce.
 
Lisa Detwiler is a broker for Corcoran Group Real Estate and a 
divorced mother of  two (now re-married to Jim Cramer of  The Street.
com) 
 
Ann Diamond was a divorce attorney for over 30 years at the 
family law firm of  Aronson, Mayefsky and Sloan LLC.
 
Katherine Eisold Miller, founding attorney at the Miller Law 
Group, is at the forefront of  the collaborative divorce movement.
 
Lauren Behrman, Ph.D, is a clinical psychologist who specializes 
in working with children, families, and couples.
 
Martin Blaustein, CPA and CFFA (Certified Forensic Financial 
Analyst), works with collaborative divorce teams as a “financial 
neutral.”



Chapter 1: First Steps
 
You have an inkling, or maybe you’re certain, that you and your 
spouse will be splitting. So you ask yourself:  will I be able to afford 
to live on my own? What is my lifestyle going to look like? Where will I 
live? Should I sell the house? Can the kids still go to private school?
 
Even if  you are able to set aside emotions and think straight, these 
questions are huge and can feel overwhelming. Two of  our financial 
experts advise you to take a couple of  important steps, one at a 
time, to put your financial life in order.
 
Step #1 – .Find out what your actual real life day-to-day, 
month-to-month, living expenses are 

Stacy Francis: I know how it is to not feel comfortable around mon-
ey.  But I’ve found that the more prepared I am, the more homework 
I do, the less nervous and more confident I am about making big 
decisions. Even if  you are still deciding whether you want to move 
forward with separation or divorce, now is the time to roll up your 
sleeves and get knowledgeable about your money.
 
Jeff Landers: It’s important to establish what your expenses are. 
Why? Any temporary spousal support will be based on these num-
bers, child support (to some extent) will be based on these numbers, 
and ultimately the settlement you receive will be based on these 
numbers. To achieve the settlement you want, figure out what you’ve 
been spending every month, and what you’re going to spend in the 
future. This is absolutely one of  the most important things to do, and 
one of  the first.
 
Sounds simple, but most people have no idea – not on a granular 
basis. How much are you spending on cosmetics? On Starbucks? 
Clothing? Restaurants? Your car? Gas? Garage? Your lawyers can’t 
figure this out for you – and at their hourly rate, you don’t want them 
to! But it must be done. It’s up to you.  
 
Because it’s very very important to establish what your real expens-
es are for a number of  reasons. Any temporary maintenance is going 
to be based on that. Child support in part is going to be based on 
that. Any settlement that you get ultimately will be based on that and 
certainly when we work with a client, the only way we can figure out 
if  you have a good settlement is to know what you’re spending every 
month, what you have been spending each month and what you 
going to spend in the future.  
 
That’s probably one of  the most important things to do.



To get going, review a year’s worth of  your cancelled checks, all of  your 
credit card statements, all of  your ATM withdrawals, and figure out, in 
different categories, exactly what you’re spending.
 
Stacy Francis: I don’t like the word budgeting. “Cash flow” is sexier. 
How do you keep track of  cash flow going forward? There are a couple 
of  really neat tools that make it easier. For tracking spending, I particu-
larly like Mint.com.
 
You can connect it with your checking account, your savings account, 
your credit cards, you can even connect it with your IRA, and other 
retirement accounts so that you go to this one place and get to see all of  
your money, at its up-to-the-minute value. You can also connect it to your 
mortgage or your car loan in order to see where your debt is at that 
moment. 
 
Because I use Mint.com, every single dollar I spend is categorized. When 
I take a taxi, I use my credit card and an hour later, “taxi” shows up in 
the “transportation” category. Tools like Mint.com can also help control 
spending. You can see where you are going overboard. For me, it’s taxis. 
I take far too many. No one’s going crazy on mortgage or homeowners’ 
insurance. Those are fixed expenses. It’s the cute shoes, the taxis, the 
restaurant meals. Set up a budgeting program like Mint.com – Youneed-
abudget.com is another – and find the answer to the question, “What am 
I really spending?”
 
And while we’re on the topic of  credit cards, get at least one card in 
your own name as soon as you can, before you even begin the divorce 
process. Credit cards require income and credit checks so set one up 
in your name while you still have the financial backing of  your spouse’s 
salary along with your own, if  you are working. And set up your checking 
account, too.

Step #2 – Find out who much money you have
 
Stacy Francis: If  you can figure out how much money you have, it 
will save a ton of  time, and the expense of  fees, to have other people 
find out for you. When you get your tax returns back from your ac-
countant, look through them carefully before signing. The other thing 
is if  you’re concerned that your spouse is not being as forthcoming 
as they should with regards to money. Be sure to be watching the 
mail for accounts that you know about, notices that a password has 
been changed on an account that you don’t know about. A notice 
that an account has been opened. Check the 1099 interest and 
dividend section, where you can see accounts that generate interest 
and dividends. It may alert you to accounts you were not even aware 
you had.
 
Jeff Landers:  If  it’s a joint return that’s already been signed and 
filed, and you don’t have it, request that the IRS send you a copy.
 
Stacy Francis: If  you find an account you were not aware of, it does 
not necessarily mean that your spouse is hiding anything. It probably 
just means that you were not aware of  the account and now you are, 
which is a good thing. Still, you should be keeping a close watch on 
everything regarding your money because some spouses do play 
games and are not as forthcoming as they should be. Watch the 
mail for accounts that you might not know about, or notices that a 
password has been changed on an account, or a notice that a new 
account has been opened. These things may not be meaningful, but, 
just in case, keep track. If  you see a statement that is not in your 
name or that you didn’t know about, use your phone and take a 
picture. 
 



Jeff Landers: Sometimes bank accounts are moved, or opened, or 
closed, or credit card bills suddenly stop coming to the house and 
go to a spouse’s office instead. These things may mean nothing, but 
in the event that ,you’re not going to even know what you started 
with. So if  shenanigans are going on, keep track of  all that informa-
tion. In an extreme scenario, people I mean some bring in a forensic 
accountant. If  your spouse owns a business where it’s easy to pad 
the books, create fictitious expenses, put people on the payroll that 
aren’t really working there, etc. – it is especially important to keep 
a record of  everything that goes on financially to which you have 
access. 

Chapter 2: All Assets Are Not Created Equal 

Evaluating assets, income and other financial essentials before you 
reach a settlement
 
Let’s say you know everything that you and your spouse own to-
gether. For most assets, you are both entitled to half, right? Sort of, 
but 50 percent is often not half. Asset division can be complicated. 
Know the ins and outs of  all your assets, and pay attention to how 
your share is determined in your divorce settlement. You don’t want 
to leave money on the table that rightfully belongs to you because it 
will help determine how secure your future is. In this section, we’ve 
compiled and condensed advice from all of  our legal and financial 
experts.  

Worst Case Scenario 
Before any real steps are taken to end your marriage, change your will 
and your medical directives. As long as you remain officially wed, you 
can’t totally disinherit your spouse: he or she is entitled to anywhere 
from one-third to a half  of  what you have, depending on whether you 
have children. But change your will right now anyway so that your 
spouse gets only the minimum. If  something should happen to you, you 
do not want everything going to your soon-to-be-ex -- and, possibly, 
your replacement.  

And while you’re thinking worst case scenario, change your medical 
directives. If, say, you end up in the hospital in critical condition, your ex 
is probably the last person you want making a decision about pulling 
the plug.

Tip: Get a credit card in your name, and open your own 
checking account, too – and do it before the divorce.



Jeff Landers: Here’s the typical situation: you’re used to a certain 
style of  living, and you have a certain level of  expenses. Once you sign 
your divorce settlement, will your expenses exceed your income? If  so, 
you will be liquidating assets from day one. The moment you start doing 
that, the question is, how long will the money last? And that becomes a 
mathematical equation. 
 
You need to figure out a rate of  return on your assets, factor in infla-
tion, and determine if  that amount will take care of  your expenses going 
forward. If  you are spending more than your assets are returning, and 
you end up broke at age 65, you did not arrange a good settlement. 
Especially if  your ex-spouse, let’s say, is working and you are not, and 
has the ability to rebuild assets, has a 401K, profit-sharing, etc. Your 
financial graph will go down as your ex-spouse’s rises, and that leaves a 
huge disparity. That’s where the settlement negotiation comes in: how to 
close that gap? 

Sometimes you can modify alimony, or maintenance as it’s called in New 
York, or even child support, after the divorce agreement. But generally, 
you cannot go back and say “I made a mistake. I shouldn’t have kept the 
house. I should have taken the money in the bank!” You have to figure it 
out now. In divorce, there are no do-overs. 

When considering a settlement, it is crucial to take into account tax 
implications. If  you have a choice between taking five hundred thousand 
dollars from your spouse’s 401k or five hundred thousand dollars in the 
bank, go for the five hundred thousand dollars in the bank. The money 
in the 401k is pretax money. When you take that money out, you’re pay-
ing taxes on it. So that five hundred thousand dollars isn’t really worth 
five hundred thousand. It’s the same with real estate. It depends what 
your basis is. What kind of  capital gains will you have? All of  those things 
should be factored in before you make any decisions on how you’re 
going to divide these assets.

You also need to consider your age and whether you can replicate 
assets that disappear. If  you are in your fifties, you likely will not be 
able to replicate them. These days when we do computations, we 
assume people are going to live to be a hundred. So if  you’re fifty, 
you need to figure out how those assets are going to last the next 
fifty years. 

What’s Mine vs What’s Ours? 
An important part of  the process is determining what is joint prop-
erty and what you own yourself. Anything that you acquired during 
the term of  your marriage is marital property with a few exceptions, 
like a gift that was made by a third party to one of  you, or an award, 
as in a personal injury award, or an inheritance, provided you didn’t 
co-mingle the funds. The watch that your spouse gave you for your 
birthday? It ‘s marital property, as are all gifts that you exchanged 
during the marriage. The engagement ring is usually separate prop-
erty because you acquired it before you were married, but your wed-
ding band is marital property. It’s frustrating and time-consuming to 
designate every piece of  property as jointly owned or individual, but 
it has to be done. Don’t throw up your hands and give up! The signed 
Picasso lithograph you gave your spouse for a fortieth birthday gift? 
It belongs to both of  you. Don’t relinquish your share. Later, you will 
come back and say, what the heck did I do? Be reasonable but don’t 
give anything valuable away without getting your piece. 

Stacy Francis: Other than knowing what you spend, and what your 
assets are, it’s important to know what your income is. If  you are 
working on your own -- you’re a consultant, or a business owner 
-- look back and see what you’ve actually made over the last couple 
of  years. Know what he, or if  you’re married to a woman, what she 
makes. What has that looked like for the last couple of  years? 
Do you get other kinds of  income? Rental income, royalty income? 



 

 

Do you get gifts from your parents every year? Take that into consid-
eration. Are you getting money from an annuity? Are you collecting 
Social Security? If  not, think about what type of  Social Security you’ll 
be eligible for. If  you’ve been married ten years or longer, the law al-
lows you to make a choice: to take your own Social Security benefit, or 
half  or your spouse’s, whichever is greater. If  you are finalizing your 
divorce and you are nine-and-a-half  years married, delay signing the 
paperwork until you hit the ten-year mark so you have that flexibility. 
Again, knowing what your income is, and will be in the future, is key. 

Note of Caution: Don’t Hide Assets. 
There have been many stories of  spouses cleaning out a joint ac-
count and then trying to keep the money. When it’s discovered later, 
as it often is, the spouse who hid the money loses everything – 
meaning, the courts award a hundred percent to the other spouse. 
There was a recent case of  a woman who won the lottery right before 
her divorce. She didn’t tell anybody, and waited a while to claim the 
money. It was discovered. The judge took the entire lottery award 
and gave it to her husband. So instead of  walking away with half, she 
walked away with nothing. 

Ann Diamond: And here’s an asset you may not have considered: 
the value of  education, particularly graduate education. In New York, 
unlike anywhere else on the planet, we value enhanced earning 
capacity -- not the money but the ability to earn more money. We 
value licenses and degrees. Which means, if  I get an MBA and that 
allows me to make X dollars more for the rest of  my working life than 
I would have made without that MBA, that X dollar amount is factored 
into the divorce settlement. If  you are a lawyer, you may find your-
self  with a law degree that is suddenly worth six, eight, or ten million 
dollars, which you cannot sell but for which you must pay your spouse 
a share. This part of  divorce law came about originally because of  a 

woman who went to Mexico with her husband and worked three jobs 
to put him through medical school in Guadalajara. The minute he got 
his degree, he threw her over for a nurse at the hospital. The court 
was keen to make right for her, but because he had just finished his 
training and had not yet turned it into a practice, they put a dollar val-
ue on his future earnings. The courts at this point, realize how absurd 
this particular part of  divorce law can become, so what they’re doing 
now, rather than splitting that future income, 50-50, is giving smaller 
fractions, like 10, and 15, and 20%. 

When all is said and done, you may be faced with a decision about 
whether to go for a settlement up front from your spouse, which 
may include an estimated percentage of  future earnings, or receive 
monthly maintenance until some future date or until you remarry.  
While the settlement up front will tend to be less, you don’t risk the 
maintenance checks disappearing if  for instance, he loses his job.  
You can’t have both. 

Regardless of  what type of  arrangement you make, settle. You do not 
want to go to trial. Trial tends to be great for lawyers and terrible for 
clients.
 
Is there a Guilt Factor? 
Don’t pass up a window of  opportunity that often occurs early in 
the divorce process, when your spouse is feeling guilty about the 
impending end of  the marriage. That spouse is likely to be more 
generous early on. As time goes by, he or she may change their mind 
and say, “I’m not giving her the entire house! I paid the mortgage on 
that house!” but early on, when the guilt is fresh, you have your best 
chance at a quick settlement that may be greatly to your advantage 
in terms of  the assets you receive. 



Chapter 3: Real Estate in Splitsville 

What do you need to know? 

For most people, their biggest asset is their home. It’s in a category all 
its own. Here, three experts – in real estate, divorce law, and finance 
– guide you through what to do with your apartment or house as you 
enter the divorce process. 

Lisa Detwiler: Our lives are involved so distinctly and dramatically in 
our homes. But most of  us aren’t wealthy enough to say, “You keep this 
house. I’ll go buy another one.” For most of  us, especially New Yorkers, 
our home is the largest asset we own. And, particularly in this market, 
may be the most liquid asset we own.

 

Be as rational as you can about it. A house or apartment is a thing 
like all things. Things don’t define who you are. It has a practical 
application in your life. It shelters you, and maybe your children, your 
dogs, whoever, but hanging on to something for reasons of  emotion 
doesn’t necessarily help you or your family in the long run. Then 
again, not hanging on to it and trading your chips away at a certain 
point in time may not be a good idea either. Rely on the counsel of  
professionals to guide you through this.

Ann Diamond: It’s important to recognize that your house does 
lots of  different things. It’s where you live and it’s also property – 
it’s something you own. It’s likely the biggest thing you will ever own 
– just as your divorce is almost certainly going to be the biggest 
business deal you’ll ever be involved in. And for the near term per-
haps, it’s the most money you’re ever going to make from any trans-
action. Keep in mind that all those terms I just used involve business. 
The idea that you would make decisions based on sentiment, or on 
what you think your seven-year-old would prefer, is scary. First, you 
need to decide if  you want to continue living in your marital home. 
What that will cost? You don’t know what that is until you sit down 
with someone like a financial advisor. You will have a mortgage to 
pay, most likely, and taxes, utilities, maintenance, repairs. At some 
point you will have to put a new roof  on the house. There is also a 
cost to having money tied up in property, including whatever down 
payment you put into your place that you could invest elsewhere. 
That opportunity cost, that foregone income, is a cost of  living there. 

Lisa Detwiler: And don’t forget that if  you sell while you are still 
married, you can take a tax deduction of  $500,000, not $250,000. 
That alone may help you decide when or if  to sell. 



 

Jeff Landers: If  you bought your house a long time ago for not 
much money, and you’re selling now for a lot of  money, you are 
probably going to have to pay capital gains. That’s where the half  
million exclusion comes in. Basically you don’t have to pay taxes on 
the first $500,000 of  profit, if  you are still married. If  you sell after 
you divorce, you get a $250,000 exclusion. This applies to a primary 
residence. We’re not talking about an investment property or vaca-
tion house. 

So, when are you going to sell? Now? In three years when your 
youngest child graduates from high school? Who’s going to bear the 
tax burden? You’ve got to figure out what’s better for you. Look at 
the house and its value in comparison to what your expenses are and 
what your income is. How much are you spending to live there for a 
month? How much alimony might you be getting, and for how long? 
You’ve got to look at all these numbers. At the end of  the day it’s 
simple -- you have a pool of  assets worth X dollars. If  you’re spend-
ing in excess of  your income, you’re eating into your assets. Your 
burn rate determines how long those assets will last.

Lisa Detwiler: And you need to ask yourself  -- is it the place I want 
to live after the divorce? How do you deal with the memories and 
emotions? I stayed in our apartment. We luckily had two pieces of  
property to work with. One was a place in Long Island in the town of  
Quogue, which was near and dear to me. The other was the apart-
ment in Brooklyn where we lived nine months of  the year. My ex-hus-
band was willing to let me have the apartment if  he could take the 
Quogue house. I bought that Quogue house and it infuriated me that 
he would be able to go there whenever he cared to, and with whom-
ever. But I had to swallow my pride, my envy, my anger, and say, “This 
is the reality. The place in Quogue is beautiful, peaceful, by the ocean, 
but Brooklyn needs to be my primary home. This is where my kids go 
to school.” 

I stayed in that apartment for about seven years after the separation 
and through my divorce. Then the day came where it wasn’t working 
for me anymore. I found a lovely three-family house in Carroll Gar-
dens and sold the apartment in Brooklyn Heights. Now, I have no 
mortgage, and I’ve got some flexibility. My kids sobbed leaving the 
other apartment. I, on the other hand, put that stuff  on the truck 
and said, “See you later! Bye! On to the next!” And guess what? My 
kids love it now. It’s a new space for us, and as my children have 
gotten older and they are mobile and free, it’s a place they like to 
bring their friends. We’re using it as a one-family home at the mo-
ment, but I have a seventeen-year-old who’s going to college in a 
year and a half. That may be the point at which I say, “I’m going to 
reinstall that kitchen and rent out the lower level.” Or my daughter 
may come back to the city and want to live there. That could never 
have happened in our old place, where she had a bedroom and that 
was it. I took the family home and turned it into an economic reality 
that is very present, providing a level of  flexibility for my financial 
growth and allowing for a great living space in the meantime. When 
you are in this situation, all I can say is be mindful of  what you need 
now and what you might need later.

Get the right Broker 
If  you are going to sell, find a broker who can manage both parties, if  
you’re still married or actually going through the divorce process. Look 
for someone who can be calm because there are times where that 
broker is going to walk into a screaming match between you and your 
spouse. Pick somebody who can defuse a situation, manage communi-
cation fairly and equally to both sides, and walk you through the whole 
process of sale, issues of assets, appraisals, and even perhaps your 
next purchase.  
 



There are many resources available. Use them. I am not an attorney. 
I am not a financial planner, but there are many ways to increase the 
value of  your property and get the most out of  your main asset.  
Those funds will help you carry on into the next part of  your life. 

Ann Diamond: I was divorced in 1973. The law was different then. 
Assets were divided exclusively by how title was held. If  it was in my 
name, it was mine. If  it was in his name, it was his. If  we owned it to-
gether, we split it 50-50. That was the end of  the story until 1980, when 
equitable distribution came along. It allows the courts to take a number 
of  factors into account while dividing up property. It is no longer done 
with a scissors. The courts can basically spread the assets out any way 
they want. But still, going in to see a lawyer, you need to know: who 
owns your house? Do you own it? Do the two of  you own it? Does his 
trust own it? Do his parents own it? I had a client who owned her house 
jointly with her mother. People don’t think about it. They think about it as 
“our house.” How was it paid for? If  money came in from, say, the house 
you had with your previous spouse, you get that money back, dollar for 
dollar. You don’t get a return on it. You don’t get interest on it, but you 
get the initial investment in the house back, dollar for dollar. If  you put 
$200,000 into this house, let’s say, and it’s now worth a million dollars. 
You get that first $200,000, and the rest of  the house’s $800,000 value 
is split 50-50 with your spouse. That might make it easier for you to 
keep it. 

The court can do many things with real estate, and it can do them irre-
spective of  the manner in which title is held. The court can give either 
party the right to exclusive occupancy of  real property. That means even 
if  it’s in his name, it can allow you and your kids to continue to live there. 
It means that it can order the property sold even if  one or the other of  
you doesn’t want it sold. Having someone else make that decision for 
you is a truly terrible idea.  

Court is No Fun 
I’m a lawyer. I like trial. That’s what I do. Trial is really bad for clients. 
It’s uncertain. It’s expensive. It’s not cathartic. It’s nothing like tele-
vision. It’s dreary, and depressing, and boring, and you have no idea 
what the end game is going to be.

It bears repeating that there is a hidden cost if  you get this house. 
This house has a gain in it. Meaning it’s appreciated since you 
bought it. You take it at the old basis. Meaning if  you sell it later, you 
pay all the capital gains taxes. Your spouse has gone away without 
having to pay any part of  the capital gains taxes, any part of  a real 
estate agent’s commission. You have taken on all the costs, while 
he’s got his entire half. You have to decide if  keeping this house is 
worth that extra money. Maybe you can work a deal where you don’t 
pay him half  the value of  the house. You pay him the dollar amount 
he would get if  the two of  you sold to some stranger. 

When you look at that million-dollar house, your share of  which, 
given the taxes and other costs, is not really half, it’s not $500,000 
-- is it an asset you want to keep? Let’s say it costs you $10,000 
a month to live there. Ask yourself, “What can I rent for $10,000 a 
month?  Where do I want to live? Do I have to stay right here? Can 
my kid go to the same school and live in another neighborhood? 
Are there rentals in this neighborhood? (Especially in the suburbs, 
rentals can be hard to find in specific school districts.) Are we so tied 
to this church or this playground that we can’t move away? If  I’m not 
married to this person anymore, do I want to be in this family-orient-
ed neighborhood?” Maybe you’d prefer an apartment building where 
everything is anonymous and everyone on the street doesn’t say, 
“Her husband left her. Do you know that he . . . ?” You might want 
the kind of  privacy you find in a crowd rather than the environment 
of  a close-knit neighborhood. 



Then we come to the kids. What I have found in working in divorce 
law for more than thirty years is that kids hate change. They want ev-
erything to be perfect, and exact, and solid, and to always be exactly 
the same. But when the change happens – and with divorce, change 
is inevitable -- they adjust pretty quickly. They really don’t care where 
they live. If  they live with you, they’re fine. They’re home. They’ve 
got their stuff. They have their friends, their school. It’s all good. You 
have to be careful that you’re not confusing your interest with their 
interest. In custody fights, shrinks often say, “She has trouble distin-
guishing between her own needs and the needs of  the child.” I had a 
client who thought her four-year-old could not leave their apartment. 
To prove it, she sent me a picture of  this four-year-old in his bed-
room. The bedroom had wall-to-wall carpeting in some kind of  tartan 
plaid. The little boy was wearing a sweater that matched. Ultimately 
they sold the apartment and damned if  she didn’t have the carpet 
picked up and moved with them. I’m just saying: it’s possible to get 
confused about what’s really happening and what’s really important. 
Trust me, a four-year-old does not care which side of  the street he 
lives on. Especially if  he gets to go to the same school, have the 
same friends, see the same doctor, go to the same church. 

You will probably stay in generally the same area anyway. You don’t 
always have a choice. Where there are children, the courts are fussy 
about how far you can move and how much it will impact everybody’s 
access rights. You need to explore that before you decide anything. 
 
I also want to warn you about nesting. I am not a fan of  nesting. 
Nesting means, “the children should not be disrupted.” They’re hav-
ing so much difficulty with the divorce that we will make it up to them 
by letting them run our lives for the rest of  time. We will continue to 
own this house. Mommy and daddy will move out every two days, or 
every three days, or every week. One week is mommy’s week and 

one week is daddy’s week. Mommy and daddy will each get another 
apartment for themselves. Now you’re paying for three apartments, 
or three houses. Don’t empower your children in this scenario. Your 
children are not in charge. 
 
Certainly, if  you sell your home, you don’t want to move them twice. 
That is just dumb and disruptive. Stay where you are for six weeks 
while the new place is vacated, painted, and otherwise prepared for 
your arrival. But nesting? It means the house the kids live in is no-
body’s house -- you can’t have anything comfortable or personal in a 
home you share with your ex. Nobody has personal space or privacy. 
It doesn’t work with a weekend house, either.

You really do not want to be sharing a house. It means you have to 
keep the house pristine, like a hotel. If  you have a husband that tidy, 
and if  you have that kind of  cooperative relationship with him, you 
should just stay married.  

Trust me: sell the place and rent two houses. That’s not legal advice. 
It’s practical. 

Jeff Landers: The tagline of  my company is -- think financially, not 
emotionally. This is a business deal. You’re negotiating. You have to 
think strictly of  the finances. There is nothing magical about your 
house. Of  course, on some level, there is: it’s your home. But you 
need to separate yourself  from that and think of  it as another asset. 
What you need to do going forward is view all of  your assets holisti-
cally. This is just one asset along with the 401k’s, along with the other 
IRA’s, along with your brokerage accounts, along with stock options. 
Also, a house is not really liquid. If  you’re short of  money, you can’t 
pay your grocery bills with the equity in your house. Depending on 
the market and what’s going on, it may take you a long time to sell. 



Certainly, you would not have wanted to sell in 2008, when you would 
have gotten less than anticipated. If  you were planning on living on that 
money for X number of  years, it would have changed your whole scenar-
io. While you’re going through the divorce, you need to have a good han-
dle on all these numbers. As for the tax implications, I can’t stress them 
enough. Depending on your income bracket, taxes recently changed. 
If  you’re single and you’re making over $400,000, your capital gains 
tax has gone from 15% to 20%. And if  as an individual, your income 
exceeds $200,000, there is a new healthcare tax of  3.8% on capital 
gains above a certain amount.  That’s in addition to the capital gains tax.  
Depending upon your income you might face a total gains tax of  almost 
24%.   That doesn’t include NY State and NYC taxes, which at the highest 
bracket comes close to 13%. If  you’re in the highest bracket, your tax 
bill might be almost 40%!  

Let’s say you have that 40% tax liability and you thought your share of  
the house would be $100,000 so you’ve given your ex $100,000 in the 
bank, but you don’t have $100,000. You’ve got $60,000. I understand 
the emotions and the kids and all of  that, but in the end, you’ve got to 
plan for your future. Crunch the numbers. Don’t fly by the seat of  your 
pants.

Another issue is whose name is on the mortgage. If  your spouse’s is 
on it, he or she is probably going to want to remove it if  you’re going 
to keep the house – because your spouse then will be responsible for 
payments if  you miss them. That opens up a different can of  worms 
because you may not qualify for your own mortgage. And if  you can’t get 
your spouse’s name off, it may impact his or her ability to buy another 
property. And what happens legally if  you can’t get the home refinanced? 
Are you forced to sell? 

Ann Diamond: It depends how the agreement is drafted. You 
should use your best efforts to get your spouse’s name off  the 
mortgage. If  you can’t, you don’t. But if  that’s the case, and your 
spouse is then responsible for mortgage payments if  you miss them, 
your spouse will demand that if  you do indeed miss mortgage pay-
ments, that you be required to sell the house and pay him or her off. 

Jeff Landers: It’s like playing chess. You’ve got to think five steps 
ahead. What makes sense right now, may not makes sense in a year, 
five years, ten years from now. You must, to the best of  your ability 
and with the assistance of  professionals, think ahead. How is this 
going to impact your life? How is this going to impact your ability to 
pay your bills? 

Ann Diamond: As far as tax impact is concerned, don’t expect the 
courts to keep it in mind if  they are the ones to determine your set-
tlement. If  you are forced to go to trial and the courts say that you 
get the house, and your spouse gets the stock portfolio, they won’t 
think about the tax implications. The lawyer’s job is to try and make 
the judge understand. 

Jeff Landers: To keep going on our favorite topic, taxes, here’s an-
other thing to know, if  you have purchased several homes over the 
years. Prior to 1997, if  you sold one home at a profit, then bought 
another of  equal or greater value, you could defer taxes on capital 
gains from the first sale by what they called a “rollover.”  
That capital gain of, say, $100,000 hasn’t been forgotten though.  
It gets calculated to reduce the cost basis of  your new home.  So, 
if  you bought that new home for $400,000, on the tax books it 
will have a cost basis of  $300,000 ($400,000 minus the gain of  
$100,000 from the first).  Your cost basis is now lower, so when you 
sell THAT one you will have a bigger capital gain to pay.  



Uncle Sam does not forget these things.

Ann Diamond: Also, if  you combined two apartments, it’s like two 
acquisitions. Your basis hasn’t changed at all. If  you bought the 
first one for $200,000 and the second for $400,000 – you have 
$600,000 as your basis in the whole. It hasn’t been reduced at all. 

One final note, which applies to real estate and all other assets: 
because New York New York is an equitable distribution state, the 
court can decide how it’s going to divide assets, but it rarely does so 
against your will. If  you two can agree on everything and sign off  on 
it, the court will almost never second-guess separation agreements. 

Tip: Keep emotion out of it – property is a thing you own, 
not a person. Also, don’t let your kids run the show. 

Chapter 4: The Second Time Around 

How to marry again without money getting in the way?

If  you have recently been through a divorce, the words “Never again!” 
are probably running through your head. But the most recent census 
figures show that 45% of  women who divorce remarry within five years. 
It’s a fact, and it’s one you should think about in terms of  financial 
impact. In this section, three professionals tackle the topic. Along with 
knowing the ins and outs of  their respective fields, attorney Katherine 
Miller, psychologist Lauren Behrman, and CPA Marty Blaustein have 
themselves each been divorced and remarried. 

Katherine Miller: When you are putting together a new family, you 
need to talk about money. But people often don’t feel comfortable. They 
feel somehow that they are not being nice. But money is always present, 
and always needs to be discussed. Now that you’re on the other side of  
a marriage, you know that all too well, right? 



your husband has ALS or MS, is disabled, can’t work, and you pass 
away? 

Are you not going to help support him? After you’ve been happily 
married for all those years?” 

You’re not going to want to leave everything to your kids. Your kids 
are going to turn out to be millionaires triple times over and not 
need the money anyway, right? How are you going to think through 
that planning now, and also think through the development of  this 
new relationship? 

A prenuptial agreement or postnuptial agreement is a very good 
idea, along with estate planning that goes beyond the reactive think-
ing, which is “I’m going to protect my kids.” We all think that. I think 
that too. Lawyers and other professionals can help you figure how 
all the “What ifs?” and that’s important. “What if  an elephant falls 
through the ceiling?” Sometimes elephants do, and it makes sense 
to consider the consequences. 

Let’s talk about estate planning for a moment and why it’s so crucial. 
What if  you die before your husband, and you leave all of  your mon-
ey to him? Is he then going to leave your money to your kids or is 
he going to leave your money to his kids? What’s the danger? Right 
there, you’re dealing with trust, and with feelings.

Most of  our spouses, partners, boyfriends, or girlfriends would say, 
“I would never do that. You know me. Never.” I don’t believe it. When 
my husband says, “I would never do that, Katherine,” first of  all, I 
think, “Hmm, my ex-husband said all kinds of  similar things, and later 
seemed to have forgotten that he did.” It’s not that I don’t believe 
my husband or don’t trust him. It’s that life happens and circum-

So often, people do not know the details of  the legal arrangements that 
govern their lives. Even law students are confused. I taught a class at Brook-
lyn Law School a few years ago that involved a marriage case.  As we went 
through it, it became clear that the students didn’t know that when they 
graduated, their law degree was going to be marital property -- subject to 
distribution in any subsequent divorce. This was news to them. 

Every marriage ends, either by death or divorce -- unless you die together in 
a fiery crash, and that’s probably not going to happen. And even if  it does, 
the marriage will end anyway. 

So the question becomes: does it make sense to plan for that end? One of  
the things that happens when you plan the end is that you then plan the life, 
too. It encourages people to think through details like: are we going to have 
a joint account, or separate accounts? How are we going to contribute to our 
retirement funds? What should we do about our wills? 

Marry Mindfully
When children are involved, it is especially essential to leave no detail unexam-
ined. After people divorce, many change their wills to leave everything to their 
children. But when they remarry, they must revisit those wills. Some people will 
still say they want to leave everything to their children. Reality check: when you 
say, “I do,” unless you waive this, you give your spouse the right to half  of  your 
estate. 

So, what is your obligation to your children -- and to your new spouse? I am 
working with a woman right now who is in her third marriage. Her first mar-
riage ended with the death of  her husband. The second marriage ended in 
divorce. She has children from the first marriage. She certainly knows that 
marriage comes to an end by death or divorce because she experienced 
both. But she said to me, “We’re going to just leave all of  our estates to our 
children.” Really? I said to her, “What if  you’re married 25 or 30 years, and 



stances arise. I don’t know a single person who would say, “I’m a 
jerk, so I’m going to spend your money on my kids.” They think, “I’m 
a good person in a bad situation. Even though I said I wouldn’t, I 
have to, because I have a really good reason.” That’s what happens.

Lauren Behrman: Human nature.

Katherine Miller: Right? So plan and put guidelines in place. I’m a 
lawyer, so I like legally enforceable guidelines. Just starting a conver-
sation in and of  itself  is a really good idea from the perspective of  a 
person who has children who is marrying a person with children. It 
will help you get some clarity. Because it’s common knowledge that 
disagreement about money is a big factor in divorce. It highlights 
communication problems – and that is even more true in second 
marriages. Second marriages fail more often than first marriages. 
I think it’s because the pressure on the couple is so much greater. 
You’re the Brady Bunch overnight. Relieve some of  that pressure 
by having conversations about money with your new partner before 
you’ve actually married a second time.   

Marty Blaustein: When people are creating a prenuptial, there 
should be full financial disclosure. With a second marriage, it is even 
more important to spell everything out, including the obligation that 
one party may have to support a previous spouse. If  it’s not spelled 
out, resentment can build. The new spouse may think, “Why is money 
going to that person?” That’s why it is important to tell your about-
to-be spouse exactly how much money you have, where your money 
is going, and why. That conversation is critical to getting off  on the 
right foot.

Lauren Behrman: Also, from a mental health perspective, it sets 
up an economic partnership. You’re planning your future. You’re in 

this together and you have to figure it out. It gives people an oppor-
tunity to talk about their own individual relationship to money. Some 
people are spenders and they have one idea about what money is 
for, and other people are savers. Then there are people who are 
highflyers. People have different money personalities.

Once you start this conversation, if  it turns out that you and your 
new spouse do indeed have different money personalities, you can 
begin to bridge the gap between the ways you approach financial 
matters. That really can help people in the partnership. The saver 
may be able to say, “Let’s talk about your discretionary amount. This 
is money you can have, and not have to worry about.” The spender 
may be able to come out and ask, “How much do you need to save 
every month to feel comfort?” You get to a place where you actually 
consciously plan instead of  just making assumptions. Is it uncom-
fortable? Yes. Very few people are comfortable talking about money 
on this level. But if  you approach it as a difficult conversation and 
recognize together in advance that it’s awkward, you will get some-
where. For one thing, you could try talking about memories. What are 
your first memories about money? How was money handled in your 
family? That is a great way to start the conversation. 

For example, in my first marriage, my ex-husband’s family, both his 
mother’s family and father’s family, lost something valuable in the 
depression. His mother’s family lost a home; his father’s family lost 
their business. As a result, it was extremely difficult for him to feel 
comfortable spending money. There was so much fear attached and 
so much scarcity, and the idea that there would never be enough. 
And this was an issue for us in our marriage.

Start the conversation on that level. You don’t have to start by 
saying, “Why do you have this credit card debt or where are all your 



assets? Where is your money invested and why did you make that deci-
sion, etc.?” You can just start with, “Let’s get to know each other around 
how we deal with money. What makes us comfortable, and what makes 
us uncomfortable?”

Marty Blaustein: Choosing the right lawyer to help at this stage is 
critical, particularly when there is substantial wealth, because there are 
many different techniques available to make everybody feel comfortable 
with estate planning. I’ve seen too many people choose a lawyer who is, 
say, a family friend who doesn’t usually work on estate planning. I say to 
them, you only use this lawyer once, so get a specialist in the field, one 
with a really good reputation. If  he or she is expensive, it’s worth it. 

There are all kinds of  trusts and instruments that you can use to make 
both spouses feel comfortable, and create some financial security for 
your kids. That’s why the planning process is important. That lawyer will 
address what both parties want, and what they fear, and let them know 
that those priorities will be taken care of.  

Katherine Miller: I would like to point out two things: one, a financial 
planner is not an estate-planning attorney. A lot of  financial planners 
who handle estates think of  themselves as family lawyers. They put into 
their estate planning documents all kinds of  divorce-related provisions 
in boilerplate legal language that they never ask or talk about, especially 
if  they are doing trusts for people with serious wealth. And these things 
aren’t revealed until – hello? – their clients are getting divorced. I think 
that’s shameful.

The second point is, there are a lot of  respected, and expensive, estate 
planning lawyers in New York City who, not to mince words, suck. They 
do not think the process through with you or talk it through with you 
first. I’ve read their stuff, and it’s incomprehensible. You need to under-

stand what goes into your estate-planning documents. If  you don’t, 
your lawyers have done a terrible job. Ask a lot of  questions and 
ask to read a sample of  what they’ve done to make sure you know 
exactly what is going on. 

Lauren Behrman: When the difficulty in conversation about money 
is not so much a money issue, but a communication issue, you can 
also seek guidance from a mental health professional who can help 
you facilitate what for many is a difficult topic to approach. But the 
bottom line is, you must have the conversation about money if  you 
expect your new relationship to succeed. 
          
    



Chapter 5: Five Steps to a Financially Secure Forever

You’ve just survived a divorce, or maybe you’re still sorting through 
the details. Or, your divorce is in the rear-view mirror, and now 
you’re thinking of  getting married again. Whatever your situation, 
you must take some basic steps to set up a secure financial future. 
The secret to retirement, for most of  us, is making the most of  the 
assets we have so that we can afford to keep living -- as much as is 
possible -- the way we live now.  To do that, saving, and saving plans 
are an important part of  the puzzle, but so are investments. Stacy 
Francis, a certified divorce financial analyst, and one of  UNtied’s 
experts, is here to show you how to plan your ideal retirement.  

Stacy Francis: Most relationships are set up so that one person 
manages the money and the other person does other very important 
things. In my marriage, I do all the investing and he pays the bills. 

If  we were to get divorced, he would be so financially behind, it’s 
not funny. But we’re unusual. In many marriages – in this case, I am 
referring to heterosexual marriages – the man deals with the money. 

What are your goals? 
Right now, we’re going to get you comfortable talking about money 
and how to deal with it. And we want to discuss what you need to 
know about retirement. Our goal is to have you walk away with an 
absolute formula, and the awareness of  whether or not you are 
on track. We are also going to get you started on learning about 
investing, if  you don’t know already. These are volatile times for the 
market, and many people are seeing losses in their portfolios, and 
that can be frightening. But it doesn’t have to be. We are also going 
to talk about different types of  portfolios, and whether they might be 
right for you. 

And later, you should take a look at the resources of  Savvy Ladies. 
It’s a group I started to honor my grandmother, who was trapped in 
an abusive marriage because she knew nothing about money. We’ve 
worked now with about 12,000 women, mostly single, widowed or di-
vorced. All of  our services are free of  charge. Some of  these women 
want to learn how to deal with money, but many are being forced to: 
it’s the first time they’ve been in charge of  their own finances. 

What is Retirement 
The first thing to do is to identify your goals, figure out where you 
are going, and when you want to retire. And, most important, what 
you want your retirement to look like. Does it mean quitting your job 
and moving to a beach in Florida?  Does it mean traveling the world? 
Maybe it means leaving your current job to write a book or devote 
your time to a cause or a non-profit you feel passionate about?  



Let’s talk about a woman who has done exactly the right thing. She 
wants to have $2.5 million, which is a good number, saved by age 65. 
This is going to fund her lifestyle expenses. She’s gotten really smart. 
She’s figured out how much it costs her to live on a monthly basis. 
That’s $12,000. When she is in retirement she also wants to do more 
traveling. We see that typically in retirement. Other than healthcare, trav-
el is the second largest expense category that goes up after retirement. 
You have more time, and many people in retirement are still young and 
have a lot of  energy. Many are really healthy. So she wants to have an 
extra $1000 a month that can go towards a travel budget.

To reach that number, what do you need to do? How much do you need 
to save? And what kind of  portfolio do you need? Can it all be bonds? 
Maybe not. Maybe that won’t grow quickly enough. Maybe you need a lot 
of  stocks in there to give it a little bit more engine. Very important for all 
of  us now to start to think about what are our goals in being specific.

What is your net worth? 
Let’s go to the next piece. How many of  you have completed a statement 
of  net worth? The statement of  net worth is a lot of  work, but some of  it 
may be work you have done already. Part of  it involves keeping track of  
expenses for everything. If  you have been to other UNtied events, before 
you actually finalized your divorce settlement, you probably did this to 
help determine what your maintenance and child support should be. It’s 
essentially the same exercise – which is using a tool like Mint (or You 
Need a Budget, Bill Guard or Good Budget, there are lots of  them) to 
figure out exactly how much you spend each month, and in which cate-
gories. Don’t pick a month like December to do your calculations – too 
many holiday expenses. 
Pick a regular old month and start tracking everything if  you have not 
done so already. 

People typically underestimate their costs. You forget about the 
dog license you have to buy once a year, or the parking ticket, that 
inevitably shows up on your windshield once in a while. You forget 
about these things, so you need to track a typical month with one of  
the budgeting tools we talked about. The best way to actually get a 
handle on your spending is to track it.

One note of  caution with these tools – you may have to tweak them 
a bit, to customize them. I use Mint, which I really like. But I got an 
email from my husband saying, “Why are you going to the spa every 
week for $300?” I thought: if  only! It turned out that our doggy day 
care bill came up in the spa category. So keep an eye on that. You 
may have to tweak the budgeting tool to suit your specific needs.  

Once you know all your expenses, large and small, you can run 
reports. You can see months where you spent much more versus 
another month where you spent less. You can make budgets to make 
sure you have, say, an eating-out, dining-out budget. There is also 
the good old pen-and-paper method, if  that’s more your style. But 
keep track and stay within your budget limits. 

What is your real income? 
First let’s talk a bit about income, your total monthly. If  you have 
a full-time job, you know it. But if  you freelance or have your own 
business, it’s more complicated. I worked with a woman who has her 
own business. I asked her what type of  income she had. She said, 
“I don’t know.” Figuring she probably had at least a general idea, 
I asked, “Do you think it’s $50,000 a year? Or $150,000?” She 
said, “I don’t know.” And she really didn’t. The reason she did not 
know is that she’d never gone through the exercise of  looking at it. 
She’d just taken whatever money she needed, and had been able 
to cover her bills. So we sat down and figured out the exact dollar 



amount that she makes from her own business. We also looked at 
the amount that she’s getting in maintenance, and the amount that 
she’s getting in child support. Now, when you look at these numbers, 
you have to be very careful. Because, is a dollar paid in child sup-
port, the same as a dollar paid in maintenance? No. Child support is 
worth more because it’s not taxed. When you think about your total 
monthly income, you need to think about it after tax. When we look 
at income, we look at paycheck, bonus, gifts, maintenance, rental 
income, interest income, and sometimes Social Security. The ones 
that are not taxed are child support and gifts.

If  you have a family member who gives you $14,000 a year – the 
most you can give in a year without being taxed -- you can use that 
full $14,000. If  you are getting $100,000 in maintenance, most like-
ly the number you are looking at, as far as what you have to spend, 
is maybe $70,000. Or, if  you are in a higher tax bracket, $65,000. 
You need to be very clear about the money that is actually coming 
through the door, especially after taxes. 

Figure this out with your CPA. If  you don’t have a good CPA, let me 
know. I’ve got names of  really good people who are affordable. 
Having an accountant you can trust as you go through this process 
is key. They are going to help you decide who, after your split takes 
the dependents as an exemption? They can help you make sure that 
you are doing the right things. 
 
How do you save? 
Saving is one part of  the formula. If  you don’t have enough saved 
for retirement, if  in the division of  assets you did not get enough in 
your retirement funds or in your non-retirement accounts, we need 
to look at adding money. The goal is anywhere from five to 20% of  
your income.

The best method is to start small. Don’t start at 20%. Too big a 
goal. Start small and then slowly over time increase your savings. 
What I have done is, every year, I try to increase my savings by 1%, 
which doesn’t sound like much. But 1% makes a big difference. 

Too often, when I bring up this topic, I hear, “I spend my whole 
paycheck” or “I spend all the maintenance” or “I have to spend all 
the child support, I don’t have anything left.” Figure out your ex-
penses and then, what your savings goal is. There are two modes of  
thought. Some people track spending, making sure they keep it at 
a certain level, and then, at the end of  the month, what’s left over, 
they save. There’s another mode that involves saving what you need 
to be financially secure and then spending the rest. 

Which of  those two do you think is more successful? Number two 
-- save what you need to save and spend the rest. What’s interest-
ing, too, is that the second option typically takes less time focusing 
on finances. Why? Because who cares what you are spending your 
money on? It doesn’t really matter as long as you save that dollar 
amount. Once you hit your savings goal, it doesn’t matter how you 
spend.

If  you need to save $2000 dollars a month -- if  that is the number 
that’s going to work to get to that retirement goal -- and you are 
able to do it on an ongoing basis, you don’t have to feel as stressed 
out about going out to dinner with your girlfriend, right? As long as, 
at the end of  the month, you saved that $2000.

But you have to watch out – if  you start to see your checking ac-
count go down in balance, or your credit card account balances 
going up. You’ll learn how to avoid those problems once you master 
the art of  budgeting. 



How do you cut costs?
Let’s face it, costs have to be cut. Two people living separately usually 
cannot have the same lifestyle as two people living together. Certain 
items, like rent, stay the same. It’s the small things where you can save 
a lot. Let’s say you spend $2500 a year on Starbucks. Do what I did. 
Invest in a cappuccino machine. It’s a lot better than paying $4.25 for a 
Starbucks Venti. ATM charges: that’s another thing to think about. There 
are a lot of  banks now that will rebate your ATM charges. Buying books, 
I found a great place that you can take them out and not be charged 
with stealing -- it’s called the library! What about manicure and pedi-
cures? I was spending $40, biweekly. I learned how to do my own nails, 
which is kind of  fun. Yes, I still go to the salon once in a while, as a treat, 
but not biweekly. Bottled water? Eliminate it. New York water makes 
you a stronger person. You can also cut way back on expenses like dry 
cleaning.

These are small things but I mention them because if  you tally them all 
up, it’s a lot of  money. You don’t have to deprive yourself, because that 
does not work either. Ever been on a diet that didn’t work? I just went 
through one with a nutritionist that did not work. In fact, I am heavier!  
But it’s not her fault. It’s mine. I was depriving myself. The kids would go 
to bed and I would sneak down and would find the Skittles. It’s the same 
with spending. If  you don’t spend your money on the things that are im-
portant to you, then you are going to overspend. If  dining out with your 
best girlfriends is important to you, and you need that, guess what? You 
don’t remove it from your budget. Of  the non-essentials in your budget, 
figure out the ones that are not giving you pleasure, and get rid of  them. 
The things that don’t really matter. Take a good hard look at how much 
is coming in after tax -- paychecks, maintenance, child support, anything 
else  -- and how much of  that you are spending. Let’s say you have 
$10,000 a month coming in after tax, and it’s all going through your 
pockets? It’s a staggering number. In ten years, it’s $1.2 million. In 20, 
it’s $2.4 million. 

Here are some quick tips. Pay cash. If  you start to pay cash, you are 
going to automatically spend less. Buying a new wallet for $100? 
Handing over a $100 in cash feels different from handing over 
plastic. It hurts to break that $100 bill, doesn’t it? You can still use 
tools like Mint.com to track spending if  you are paying cash, but you 
have to be more vigilant about recording everything because you 
don’t have the ease of  credit card tracking. You also use can use a 
debit card. Cash is the best, but if  you want to have the tracking of  
expenses be simpler, use a debit card.  

Also, institute a cooling off  period before you actually buy anything -- 
24 hours to think about the purchase and if  you really must have it. 
Take shoes. The ones I’m wearing, I put in my Zappos account, but I 
did not buy them right away. I left them in the cart for a day. Half  the 
shoes I put in there get deleted. These made it. I like them and I’m 
happy I bought them. They were a good purchase. The cooling off  
period helps you choose the things that are really important to you. 

The first step to developing a retirement plan, we’ve already taken. 
It’s figuring out how much you spend now on a monthly basis, and 
how much you will want to spend once you retire. Why? Because you 
need to make sure that your investments can pay you that in retire-
ment. If  not, you need to save a certain amount to reach that goal. 

When should you retire?
Is it going to be age 70? Is it going to be age 62? Is it going to be 
age 50? And how long will you be retired? You can’t say exactly when 
you will die, of  course, but you can give an educated guess and plan 
accordingly.
On a chart I can show you, you will see that 16% of  the population 
expected to retire between the ages of  54 and 59, but 29% actually 
did. 21% expected to retire between ages 60 and 64; 33% did. 



At the age most people think of  as retirement – 65 -- 25% expected 
to retire then, but only 13% did. One thing this tells us is that people 
get back into the job market, because they want to or they have to. 
Or they are forced to retire sooner than expected because they lost 
their job or had a health issue. Maybe they left to take care of  aging 
parents. A lot of  different reasons. This is important. There are 
people that we meet that say, hey, I love my job -- I am going to work 
forever. But it may not be up to you.

Just in case 
You have to be realistic when you plan your retirement age. If  you 
are looking at your budget, and at how much you have to save, and 
you say, “I will just retire at 70 because it will take me that long to 
save enough,” that may not work. You may be forced to retire at 65. 
You may want to plan on a worst-case scenario, 

At the moment, you should expect to live anywhere from 20 to 30 
years in retirement. For women, we assume they will live to age 95, 
though many of  us are actually going to live longer than 95. As we 
age, our healthcare needs increase. And the cost of  healthcare is 
also growing. Healthcare costs went up 7.2% in one year from 2011 
to 2012 and they continue to rise. Let’s take a look at inflation. 
Inflation is important. It’s the cost of  a bottle of  wine today versus 
that same bottle of  wine next year. Everyone agrees that you don’t 
want to have to take a step down in your standard of  living when 
you retire. No one wants that. You need to make sure that you take 
inflation into consideration when planning. Here is a link to a Forbes 
article that offers two online calculators that can help you figure that 
out:  http://onforb.es/1UybbKW

Many people say you need anywhere from 80 to 85% of  today’s 
spending in retirement. What I find with most of  our clients, and may-

be it’s because where we live, in New York, that most want 100% of  
what they spending today. Unless you are willing to take a step back 
in your standard of  living, take that into account, too. 

You need to look at all your sources of  income. Can you get a part-
time job in retirement? And don’t forget to include income from your 
retirement and your non-retirement or taxable investment accounts.

Then there is Social Security. Benefits differ according to your birth 
date. If  you are born in 1960 or later, you are not going to get full 
social security benefits until age 67. Anyone can collect at age 62, 
but you won’t get the full benefit -- you will only get 70%. You have 
to wait until you are 67 to get the full benefit. For those born be-
tween 1955 and ‘59, you can retire at roughly age 66 with that full 
Social Security. At age 62, you will get roughly 74% of  the benefit. 
When should you collect? What’s the magic answer? I would say age 
70. Because, starting at age 62, until age 70, your benefit goes up 
8% a year. Where else will your money grow at 8% a year with no 
risk? So, ideally, wait until you are 70. That’s especially relevant if  
you have good genes and expect to lead a long life. There are some 
women that we counsel to take it at 62 if  they are dealing with can-
cer or other serious health issues. If  you live a very healthy life and 
have a family legacy of  good health, particularly for women, because 
we live so long, wait till 70. 

With all the talk from certain political factions about shrinking the 
government, some people worry that Social Security may go away 
soon, so perhaps they should collect at soon as possible. I don’t 
have that worry. The demographic that votes, who puts the Presi-
dent in office, is the demographic that collects or is about to collect 
Social Security. 



One thing that may change about Social Security is inflation adjust-
ments. Right now they have very robust inflation adjustments, cost of  
living adjustments -- 2%, 3%, sometimes even 4%, a year. That may 
stop. Your benefit is still going to be there. It just means that you may 
not get the cost of  living adjustments. Or it could be that, instead of  
saying you have to wait until 67 to get your full benefit, you may have to 
wait until you are 68, but it’s still going to be there.

One other thing – the widow’s benefit. If  you have lost your spouse, 
you can collect as early as age 60 and you’ll get 71% of  the bene-
fit. And, as we discussed at an early UNtied event, if  you have been 
married nine years, and are getting divorced, hang on until your 10th 
anniversary to sign the divorce papers so you have the option of  taking 
100% of  your own Social Security, or half  your husband’s, whichever is 
greater. But there are catches with that – if  you take half  your hus-
band’s, you can’t get remarried, for instance. 

Should I get long-term care insurance? 
If  you want to add Medigap, the insurance you buy from a private 
company to cover what Medicare – which you will be eligible for at age 
65 -- doesn’t handle, the highest policy right now is about $7500 a 
year. That includes most of  your healthcare needs. If  you are getting 
insurance through your employer, you don’t have to worry about it in 
the same way. So, if  you are paying now for your own health insurance, 
you are getting a taste of  those really high expenses.
 
The question of  long-term care insurance always comes up. Some 
insurance companies stopped offering it because people are living so 
much longer that it was not profitable for them. But, still, it’s out there 
and available. Do your research, and find out if  the costs are going to 
be worth the benefits. 

Long-term care insurance covers healthcare expenses not taken 
care of  by Medicare and other health insurance. If  you fall down and 
break a leg and need rehabilitation, that’s covered by Medicare and 
other insurance. Long-term care covers you for things like, say, not 
being able to feed yourself, dress yourself, transfer yourself  from 
one seat to another, not being able to toilet, essentially, what we 
think about for nursing homes. Typically, when people buy it, they are 
50 or older. I bought it because my family has early onset diabetes, 
history of  strokes, heart attacks, cancer, high blood pressure. Thank 
goodness that I run marathons and I do other things.

If  you need a home health aide in your home at some point, long-
term care insurance covers that. Or the cost of  a good assisted liv-
ing facility or a nursing home. You can also qualify for those services 
through Medicaid, but to qualify for Medicaid you have to spend all 
your assets. I think in New York State you are allowed to have $9000 
to your name. Then you qualify for Medicaid. The problem with Med-
icaid is that the really good nursing homes don’t take it.

The cost of  being in a nursing home, or requiring the kind of  care 
that long-term care insurance covers, is $9000-10,000 a month. 
The cost of  the premiums varies. You can get small policies for 
$3500 a year. Some might be as much as $7000 a year. It depends 
on the benefit that you want. You can get a benefit that will cover you 
for just two years of  long-term care, or you can get one that covers 
five years. There are a lot of  things to figure out before deciding if  it 
works for your budget. 

But when we are working with a woman going through a divorce, we 
recommend they consider long-term care insurance. Because who is 
going to take care of  you? Your kids? You probably don’t want that. 
But again, do your research. Guardian is one company that offers 



it, Northwestern is another, and also MassMutual. What I would 
highly encourage you to do is to work with someone who is a long-
term care expert. If  you feel it’s worth the money, I can recommend 
someone I like and trust who can set it up for you and I know will do 
a good job – and who specializes in working with women. 

Also, keep in mind that a pre-existing medical condition can affect 
whether you get the insurance and how much you will pay for it. Also, 
because you are a woman, you are going to pay more for long-term 
care insurance than a man will. Because we use it more – we live 
longer. If  you’ve had cancer or some other serious condition, you 
can still get the insurance, but you may have to wait five years to be 
given a clean bill of  health. There are restrictions. With a less expen-
sive policy, you may have to wait six months before it kicks in and 
pays your benefit. With a more expensive policy, that wait might be 
only 30 days. You can get long-term care policies that will cover you 
in your home for the rest of  your life, which will be expensive. Or you 
can get one that only covers you in a nursing home, which will cost 
less.

Long-term care is like car insurance -- you may never use it. No one 
complains that they paid for their car insurance and they didn’t have 
to use it, but we complain about long-term care insurance if  we don’t 
use it. If  that’s your issue, here’s another option: there are types of  
life insurance you can buy that, if  you need it, will pay for long-term 
care. If  you don’t, then it goes to your kids. Maybe you use just a 
little bit of  the benefit. You don’t use all of  it. Then when you die, the 
rest goes to your kids. That’s another thing that you might want to 
think about it, if  it bothers you to pay for long-term care insurance 
for years and years without ever using it.

So, when do you buy it, if  you are going to buy it? Should you save 

on premiums and buy it down the road? Because I signed on before 
age 50, I will – hopefully! – be sending in checks for much longer than 
other people, but my premiums total less than I would have paid if  I 
had waited. It’s because the price of long-term care is skyrocketing, 
particularly for women. Ideally, you want to buy it, if  you buy it, the day 
before you get sick. That’s the problem. In my case, because of my 
family history, I knew it was better for me to get it early. 

Sign Up Before You Split 
If  you are getting divorced and think you might want to sign up for 
long-term care insurance, do it before the divorce papers are signed! 
As long as you have not actually divorced, you can get what’s called a 
spousal discount, anywhere between 15 to 20%. You do not need to 
inform them when you actually get divorced. You continue to enjoy that 
15 to 20% savings for the rest of your life. If  you are at the end of the 
divorce process when you apply, it does take a few weeks for the long-
term care insurance application to be processed, but as long as you 
are married when you fill out the paperwork, you’re fine. 

Again, long-term care can be something that you even put in your 
divorce decree as an expense, part of your net worth, particularly if  
you have children. Your spouse will take note if  you say: “yes, this does 
involve me, but it’s more about the kids not being forced to take care 
of me.”

Retirement Savings Plans 
You need to take advantage of all the ways you can save money and 
invest money. If  you are employed, you are going to have a 401k or 
a 457 or a 403b available to you. If  you are not employed, that’s 
okay. You can put money in IRA or Roth IRA if  you have some earned 
income. When I say earned income, it typically does not include child 
support or maintenance.



So, what are these different ways to save? If  you are investing in a 401k 
at work, and they give you a 50% match, do it. It’s a no-brainer. It’s free 
money. You have to pay taxes on that money when you take it out for re-
tirement, but because your employer has matched it 50%, it’s still going 
to be an advantage. It’s a great way to save. Then we get to both tradi-
tional and Roth IRAs. Roth IRAs are available only to people who make a 
certain level income. For single people, your adjusted gross income must 
be below $129,000. If  you are married, it’s $191,000. The benefit of  
a Roth IRA is that when you go to take it out for retirement, you are not 
taxed. If  you put money in a traditional IRA, you will be fully taxed when 
you take it out for retirement. That means federal. That means state. 
That means local. That means Social Security. That means Medicare. Kiss 
50% goodbye, all right. When you are looking at a divorce settlement 
and you see a Roth IRA, it should glow golden. Because you know that a 
dollar there is worth so much more than a dollar in your 401k on a dol-
lar in a roll-over IRA or a traditional IRA. Really important to understand 
what a dollar is worth in each one of  those accounts when you look at 
that settlement.

Now, one benefit to traditional IRAs, if  you make below $74,000, you 
can deduct it on your tax return. You get a tax benefit right now. And for 
those calculations, yes, maintenance does count. Child support does not, 
but maintenance does count.
As far as your IRA contributions, the government is very happy for you 
to be a procrastinator. If  you forget to make your contribution, for 2015 
in the calendar year, the government allows you to make it as late as tax 
day, April 15, 2016.

One other IRA – for those who are self-employed – is the SEP IRA. You 
can also open up a solo 401k, but a SEP IRA is really easy to open. I 
timed it and it took me ten minutes. The benefit to a SEP IRA -- and it’s 
the same benefit you would have with a  401k at work or a 457 – let’s 

say you put $10,000 in. When you take it out, you have to pay taxes 
on that money, but putting it in, right now, you don’t get taxed. It 
lowers your tax bracket. Let’s say you make $100,000, you put 
$10,000 into your SEP IRA the government taxes you on $90,000. 
Your taxes are going to be lower by approximately $4000. It’s a 
smart thing to do. For SEP IRAs, there are maximums, which change 
every year. It goes up a little bit every single year.

Other kinds of  investments, like individual companies or businesses? 
Be very careful.  A client of  mine invested two years ago in a café 
that was starting up in Brooklyn. We warned him that the chance of  
a return was slim. Well, the café is not doing well. That is not to say 
you can never do things like that. Just make sure it’s not too much 
money. That’s your fun investment money. If  you lose it, you are 
not going to be on the street. If  it’s $5000, maybe that’s fine. But 
$100,000 is probably not a good idea, unless you are very wealthy. 

As for real estate and retirement – it is definitely a part of  your 
financial picture. Ideally it should be no more than like 40% of  your 
net worth. Now, we live in New York, so for many of  us that’s just 
not the case. Your home is an investment, but only if  you are going 
to realize that investment in the future. Know that real estate is not 
going to add to the security of  your retirement unless you are willing 
to realize the money out of  it, by refinancing, or selling – getting all 
the money you can out of  it – then possibly renting. It’s an option.

Two things to be wary of: reverse mortgages and annuities.  
With reverse mortgages, you have to be age 62 or older. Essentially, 
a bank pays you to live in your home. Who doesn’t want to be paid 
to live in their home? But the individuals who sell reverse mortgages 
make a very, very high commission. Also, slowly over time, you are 
giving more and more ownership of  your home to the bank, so much 



so that when you pass away that home may no longer be yours. It 
may not go to your family. If  that’s important for you, if  you want 
your children to have a home, then a reverse mortgage may not 
work for you. 

It’s the same thing with annuities. You have to be very careful with 
annuities. Many of  them have extremely high commissions and hid-
den fees of  anywhere from 3 to 4% a year. If  anyone is interested in 
buying an annuity, I can send you to an expert who will work hourly 
to uncover what an annuity really is. Because otherwise it’s like buy-
ing a car and not seeing if  it has an engine. 

The Investment Picture
Your portfolio and how it is put together will help determine how 
much money you make as you approach retirement. First, let’s look 
at its components

What is a stock? 
A stock is ownership in a company. If  you own Martha Stewart stock, 
you own a piece of  her magazine, a piece of  her desk, a piece of  her 
furniture line, even a piece of  the coffee cup that she drinks from. 
You actually own a piece of  that company.

What is a bond?
With a bond, essentially, you are giving someone a loan. Pfizer needs 
money to buy another company, or to do research and development 
on a new drug they want to patent. They need money to do it. You 
offer them money, but you are not going to do it for free because 
you are savvy. You are going to say “sure, but you have to pay me 
interest along the way. Then eventually I want you to pay my money 
back.”  That’s what a bond is. Government bonds are issued by the 
U.S. government. You loan money to the government so they can pay 
for defense, for the judicial system or a number of  other programs. 

What is a Mutual Fund?  
You know how sometimes you pool your money with friends or maybe 
siblings to get a really big gift for someone’s 50th birthday or your 
parents’ anniversary? That’s what a mutual fund is.  We all put in say, 
$100, and with that pool of  money, which would be maybe $3000, 
we can buy mixtures of  stocks and bonds. With that $100 by your-
self, could you get that same ability to buy a mixture of  stocks and 
bonds? No. But a mutual fund allows us to pool our money with a 
manager who can by stocks and bonds and each of  us has a diversi-
fied portfolio. 

Investing all you have in one or two stocks is much riskier than 
investing in say, a hundred stocks.  This is why mutual funds are 
inherently less risky. It doesn’t mean that mutual funds have no risk, 
but for someone who is a new investor, it’s a great place to start. 

Asset allocation can make all the difference!
What type of  investor are you? There are investors who keep 70 
to 80% of  their assets in stocks. Then we have investors who want 
lower risk, and have only 20 to 25% in stocks. Are you at one end or 
the other? Somewhere in between?
 
Overall, women are better investors than men. We are better inves-
tors than men because We Stick With Our Plan. Men tend not to do 
a lot of  research. They tend to make decisions quickly. When the 
market’s going up and down, they are much more likely to sell when 
the market’s down.  If  you look at the returns of  a woman versus a 
man, a woman is going to outperform the man, particularly in down 
markets. 

But we do have one fatal flaw that haunts us. 
We are risk averse. We are too conservative. We think we are being 



safe because we put our money in the savings account. We feel like we 
are not taking any risk if  we do that. But actually, that turns out to be 
wrong!  Every day that goes by, that dollar amount in the savings ac-
count gets worth less and less and less.  

Take this example of  two real people, Robert and Karen. This is an ac-
tual case study.  They both wanted to retire having $1 million. They both 
planned to save about $13,000 a year. So, Robert invested entirely in 
CDs and treasury bonds. His portfolio grew steadily. But by the time he 
could retire, he had $542,000, which was only about half  as much as he 
really needed. 
 
Karen came to hear this very presentation several years ago.  And 
she acted on our advice.  She took the Vanguard investment allocation 
survey that we just gave to all of  you. She got smart. She had the same 
amount as Robert at the start, but she invested 80% in stocks, 15% in 
bonds and then left 5% in cash. And she made out pretty well.

In retirement, Karen can now pull over $3000 out from her portfolio 
on a monthly basis. Working for her is optional. But poor Robert can 
only pull out $1958 a month, so he has to keep working through his 
retirement years. It kind of  hurts. Robert thought he was being safe. He 
thought he was being safe, because it was a really rocky market at the 
time he considered investing. In the end, we can see that, unfortunately, 
he wasn’t really being safe. 
 
Someone asked me if  the market had taken a lot of  losses, whether 
Robert might actually have ended up ahead of  Karen?  In other words, 
does it come down to being in the market at the right time, during a 
strong period rather than a weak period?  The answer could be “yes,” 
but if  we look at the last 10 years, which since 1930 have been the 
worst 10 years for stocks, a diversified portfolio with a mixture of  stocks 
and bonds still vastly outperformed a portfolio with just bonds.

Remember, when you are investing, you are investing from now, 
through retirement and beyond. You could be very easily investing 
for 50 years or longer! The market volatility that we’re seeing right 
now, it definitely creates the need for some thoughtful investing, but 
it’s actually a fantastic buying opportunity. Do you ever get that giddy 
feeling like you got something really great at a super low price? 
That’s what this market is actually all about.

I am not saying that you shouldn’t have an emergency fund. You 
need an emergency fund, which should provide you anywhere from 
three to six months of  living expenses in cash. And that’s just living 
expenses, not money set aside for tax payments. It’s important, so 
that if  you or your children should have a medical emergency, or you 
should lose your job, the maintenance check doesn’t bounce and 
you don’t have to resort to your credit cards to keep afloat. There 
are some people who actually put a year’s worth of  living expenses 
aside because they feel they need that. Ultimately, it’s about what’s 
going to make you feel financially secure.
During the divorce process, you are going to keep a lot more in 
cash. Because you can’t be moving things around while you are in 
the midst of  a split. But once things are settled? Yes, you need to 
make sure that you have your emergency funds set, but your other 
money should be working for you.   

If  all of  us women did that, boy would we kick men’s butt in the stock 
market!  That’s something I would love to see.   



We hope this has been a helpful roadmap to the big pic-
ture financial issues that come up most often during and 
after divorce. It’s important to remember, however, that 
this is merely a guide. Use it to educate yourself, but it 
should not be a substitute for hiring your own law or fi-
nancial professional.


